
Electrochemistry 

 

QI. Define oxidation state. What are the rules for assigning oxidation state? 

Ans. "Oxidation state or oxidation number (O.N) is the apparent charge assigned to ato$.a of 

an element in a molecule or in an ion". 

Rules for assigning oxidation number (O.N) 

The oxidation number of all elements in the free state is zer ii. The oxidation number of an 

io consisting of single element is the same as the charge on the ion. 

iii. The oxidation number Of different ele ents in the periodic table is: in Group-I it is +1 

in Group-2 -F? and in Gypup-3 it is + 3. 

iv. The oxidation number of hydrogen in all its compounds is + I. But in metal 

hydrides it is - 'èJJLLLCL he oxidation number of oxygen in all its compounds is 

-2. But it is -1 in peroxides, 1/2 in superoxide and +2 in OF2. 

vi. In any substance the more electronegative atom has the negative oxidation number. 

vii. In neutral molecules, the algebraic sum of the oxidation numbers of all the elements is 

zero. 

viii. In ions, the algebraic sum of oxidation numbers equal to the charge on the ion. 

Q2. Explain oxidation-reduction reaction with suitable examples.  

Ans. "Chemical reactions in which the oxidation state of one or more substances changes are 

called oxidation-reduction or redox reactions".  

Example: 1 

Let us discuss a reaction of zinc metal with hydrochloric acid. 

 + 2HC1 ZnC12(s) + 1-12 (g)  

The oxidation states or oxidation numbers of all the atoms or ions in this reaction are 

Indicated below: 

Zn 0 + 21--1 +1  Zn+2a-1 2+H20 

Let us find, the atoms that are oxidized or reduced or whether there is a change in their 

oxidation state, it is indicated as follows: 

Unit 

07 



 

 On the industrial scale molten sodium metal is obtained by the  of fused 

NaC1 in the Downs cell.  

Construction of Down's cell  

Ans.  Principle 



This electrolytic cell is a circular furnace. In the center there is a large block of 

 

graphite, which acts as an anode while cathode around it is made of iron.  

C12 gas out-let 

NaCl In-let 

Molten NaCl 

Na Metal 

 Iron Cathode 0 0 00 

 

Carbon Anode Steel Screen to prevent Na and C12 inter-

mixing 

Ionization of fused NaCl. 

Reaction at Cathode: 

Reaction at Anode: 
2Na(l) (Reduction) 

Overall Reactions: 
+ 2e-(g) (Oxidation) 

 aC1(fused) 2Na(l) + C12(g) 

Conclusion 

Chlorine gas is liberated from anode electrode as a by-product, while sodium metal i 

collected at cathode electrode. 

Working of Downs Cell 

The fused NaCI produces Na+ and Cl- ions, which migrate to their respective 

electrodes o the passage of electric current. The electrodes are separated by steel 

gauze to prevent contact between the products. The Cl- ions are oxidized to give C12 

gas at the anode. It collected over the anode within an inverted cone-shaped structure. 



While Na ions reduced at cathode and molten sodium metal floats on the denser 

molten salt mixture fro where it is collected in a side tube. Following reactions take 

place during the electrolysis the molten sodium chloride. 

Q4. Write a note on the electrolysis of water in 

detail. 

 

Ans. Pure water is a very weak electrolyte. It ionizes to a very small extent. The 

concentrations of hydrogen ions (H+) and hydroxyl ions (Off) are both at 10-7 mol dm-3 

respectively. When a few drops of an acid are added in water, its conductivity improves. 

acid 

4H20(D 4H+(aq) + 40H- (aq) through acidified water, water 

splits up into H+ ions electrode (anode) and H+ ions 

move towards 

When  an  electric  current  is  passed  

hydrogen  is  at  Oxygen  is  at  anode  electrode,  while  



Q5. What is meant by Galvanic cell? Write construction and working of Daniel cell  

Ans. Galvanic cell:  

"The electrochemical cell in which a spontaneous chemical reaction takes place 

and generates electric current is called Galvanic or Voltaic cell" Construction of 

Daniel cell 

A galvanic cell consists of two cells, each called as half cell, connected electrically 

by a salt bridge. In each of the half-cell, an electrode is dipped in 1M solution of its own 

salt and connected through a wire to an external circuit.  

 



Copper electrode 
Copper electrode 

A Galvanic Cell. 

The left half cell consists of 

an electrode of zinc metal 

dipped in I M solution o zinc sulphate. The right half cell is a copper electrode dipped in 1M 

solution of coppe Salt bridge 

Salt bridge is a U shaped glass tube. It consist of s}Åturatéd soluti 

electrolyte supported in a jelly type material. The ends of material like glass wool. The 

function of•ecbç scot þl'idgc akewthe solutions of two half 

cells neutral by providing a pathway fo Diigrdtion S. 

Working of the cell 

The zin metal as endency lose aectrons more readily than copper. As a result oxidation 

takes Iac Znrelectro . The electrons flow from Zn-electrode through the terna a qircuit to 

copper electrode. These electrons are gained by the copper ions ofThe solution and copper ions 

deposit at the electrode. 

herespective oxidation and reduction processes going on at two electrodes are as follows. 

t Anode zn(s) -—-)Zn (aq) + 2e (oxidation) 

At Cathode 

 (reduction) 

Overall cell reaction 

( s) + (aq) (reduction) Conclusion 

It is an indirect Redox reaction, in which electrons flow in a particular direction through 

an external conductivity wire connecting the two electrodes. Thus, in an indirect Redox 

reaction, the decrease in the chemical energy is liberated in the form of electrical energy. 

Q6. How can we prepare NaOH on commercial scale? Discuss its chemistry along with 

diagram? How sodium hydroxide is manufactured from brine solution in Nelson's cell? 

Ans. Principle 

On industrial scale sodium hydroxide NaOH, is produced in Nelson's cell by the 

electrolysis of aqueous solution of NaCl called brine. 

+2 

4_-Voltmeter 

Zinc  electrode 
Glass  wool  
prevent  
solution 



Construction of Nelson's cell 

Nelson's cell consists Of a steel tank in which graphite anode is suspended in the center of 

a U-shaped perforated iron cathode. This iron cathode is internally lined with asbestos 

diaphragm. Electrolyte brine is present inside the iron cathode. 

Aqueous solution of sodium chloride consists of Na+, CI', H+ and OH ions. These ions move 

towards their respective electrodes and redox reactions take place at these electrodes. When 

electrolysis takes place CI- ions are discharge at anode and C12 gas rises into the dome at the top 

(if the cell. The ions are discharged at cathode and H2 gas escapes through a pipe. The sodium 

hydroxide solution slowly percolates into a catch basin. Electrolysis of Brine solution 

 2NaCl(aq)  

Reaction at Anode 

 2Cl (aq) C12(g) + 2e (oxidation) 

Reaction at Cathode 

 2H20(l)  2e + 20W(aq) (reduction) 

Overall reaction 

  2NaC1(aq) + + 2NaOH(aq) 

(aq) 



Q7. How the process of rusting takes place?  

Ans. Introduction to rusting 

Corrosion of iron is called rusting. The important condition for rusting is moist air 

(air having water vapours in it), There will be no rusting in water vapours free of air or air 

free of water. 

Process of rusting  

Stains and dents on the surface of the iron provide the sites for this process to occur. 

This region is called anodic region and following oxidation reaction takes place here:  

 
This loss of electrons damages the object. The free electrons move through iron sheet, 

until they reach to a region of relatively high oxygen concentration ne surfacþ surrounded by 

water layer as shown in figure. This region acts.as cathode and electrons reduce the oxygen 

molecule in the presence of  

02(g) + 4H+(aq) + 4e 

The H+ ions are provided by the Carbonic acid, which is formed because of presence 

of C02 in water. That is why acidi& medium aCcelerates the process of rusting. 

 The overall Redox process is gompleted without-the formation of rust. 

 2Fe(s  +4H+ q) + 2H20(l) 

The FB formed spreads throughout the surrounding water and react with 02 to form 

the sali Fe203 ,nH20 which is called rust. It is also a Redox reaction.  

 2Fe+2 (aq) + 1/2 02(g) + (2+n)  Fe203, nH20(s) + 4H+(aq)  

The rust layer of iron is porous and does not prevent further corrosion. Thus rusting 

continues until all the piece of irons is eaten up 

 
Q8. What are the methods for the prevention of corrosion?  

Ans. Following are some of the methods for the prevention of corrosion. 

 i) Removal of stains  

 The regions of stains in an iron rod act as the site for corrosion. If the surface of iron is 

 

+2 

g  
torn  alr 

Rusting  of  Iron 



 properly cleaned  are removed, it would prevent corrosion.  

Paints and greasing 

Greasing, polishing or painting of the surface can prevent the corrosion of iron. With 

development of technologies, modern paints contain a combination of chemicals called 

stabilizers that provide protection against the corrosion in addition to prevention against the 

weathering and other atmospheric effects. iii)  Alloying 

Alloy is a homogeneous mixture of one metal with one or more other metals or non 

metals. Alloying of iron with other metals has proved to be very successful technique against 

rusting. The best example of alloying is the 'stainless steel . i v) Metallic coating 

The best method for protection against the corrosion of metals exposed conditions is 

coating the metal. With other metal corrosion resistant metals lil©Zn 

Cr are coated on the surface of iron to protect it from corrosion. It twe most Widely Âpplied 

technique in the food industry where food is Containers on are coated take place by physical 

as well as electrolytic methods. 

Q9. Define electroplating. Explain electrop atinger silver. 

Ans. ' 'ElectroplatinSiÇdepositing ofonemetal over the othcr by means of electrolysis' 

Electroplating of silv hYOIeçtroplêt1 f silver is carried out by establishing an electrolytic cell. 

The pure piece silve trip acts as anode that is dipped in silver nitrate solution. The cathode is 

the meta ic bject to be coated such as silver spoon. When the current is passed though the cell 

the Ag ions dissolve at the anode, and migrate towards the cathode where they discharge on 

the object e.g. spoon. 

The chemical reaction can be represented as: 

  At anode: Ag(s) 

At cathode: Ag + e 

Battery 

Silver rod 

Electrolyte 

Common example of silver plating is table wares, cutlery, jewelry and steel objects. 

plated 



QIO. How copper is refined? 

Ans. Impure copper is refined by the electrolytic method in the electrolytic cell. Impure copper 

acts as anode and pure copper plate acts as cathode. Copper sulphate solution is used as an 

electrolyte. Oxidation reaction takes place at the anode. Copper atoms from the impure copper 

lose electrons to [he anode and dissolve in solution as copper ions. 

Cu(s.) (aq) + 

2e 

Reduction reaction takes place at the cathode. The copper ions present in the solution are 

attracted to the cathode. Where they gain electrons from the cathode and become neutral and 

deposit on the cathode. 

cathode. 

In  the  



 
QII. Write a note on electroplating of chromium. 

Ans. In chromium electroplating, the object to be electroplated is dipped in aqueous solution 

of chromium sulphate containing a little amount of sulphuric acid, which acts as an electrolyte. 

The object which is to be electroplated acts as cathode while, antimonial lead acts as anode. 

The electrolyte ionizes and provides Cr- ions, which reduce and deposit at cathode. 

Electrolyte produces the following ions: 

 cr2 water2Cr*3 + (aqy 

Reactions at the electrodes are as follows: 

  At anode 401-1 +
(aq)2(g) 

+3 

At cathode Cr 

+0  



For practical convenience, the steel is usually plated first with nickel or copper and 

then by chromium because it does not adhere well on the steel surface. 

Moreover, it allows moisture to pass through it and metal is stripped off. The nickel or copper 

provides adhesion and then chromium deposited over the adhesive layer of copper lasts 

longer. This type of electroplating resists corrosion and gives as bright Silvery appearance to 

the object. 

Short Answer Questions 
QI. What is meant by electrochemistry? 

Ans. The branch of chemistry that deals with the relationship between chemical 

reactions is called electrochemistry. 

Q2. Define oxidation. 

Ans. Oxidation is defined as the addition of o gen i)rúé1ñ0Val electron or 

increase in oxidation number durinr chemical Feaction. 

02 

Q3. Define reductio 

Ans. Reduction is definectasj thç„removal of oxygen or addition of hydrogen or gain of dation 

number during a chemical reaction. Cuo + H2 Cu + 1--120 (24. What IS meant by Redox? 

Ans. Chemical reactions in which the oxidation state of one or more substances changes are 

called oxidation-reduction or Redox reactions. 

H2S + C12 _+ 2HC1 + S Q5. 

What is meant by oxidizing agent? Give examples. 

Ans. An oxidizing agent is a species that oxidizes a substance by taking electrons from it. The 

substance (atom or ion) which is reduced itself by gaining electrons is called oxidizing agent. 

For example 

 i) Concentrated sulphuric acid. H2S04 

 Potassium permanganate.  etc 

Q6. What is meant by reducing agent? Give examples. 

Ans. Reducing agent is the species that reduces a substance by donating electron to it. The 

substance (atom or ion) which is oxidized by losing electrons is called reducing agent. For 

example 

i) Hydrogen (H) ii)

 Hydrogen sulphide (H2S) etc 


